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Chapter 2601 Heavy mountains and heavy waters recover (2) 

If he didn’t have this level of skill, old man Liu wouldn’t have been able to develop to that level. 

Xia ruofei went into the medium to make some medicine. This time, he did not make pills. Instead, he 

made a semi – liquid medicinal soup and packed it in a vacuum Chinese medicine bag. 

Of course, this medicinal soup was essentially no different from the previous pills. The main ingredient 

was the petals of the spirit Heart Flower, but the proportion of the petals was lower this time. 

Then, he took out a thermal container and asked Xia Xiaolan to get some ice from the kitchen. He put 

the bags of Chinese medicine and ice into the thermal container. 

After settling all these matters, Xia ruofei returned to his own house to rest for a while. After Wu Qiang 

had sent Song Wei back from Capital University, he asked Wu Qiang to drive him to the Liu family’s 

house. 

…… 

In the courtyard where old man Liu was recuperating, Liu Qunfeng was extremely anxious. 

These days, he basically didn’t go to the office. Some urgent business affairs were sent here by his 

Secretary to deal with. 

Liu Qunfeng had been suffering from severe insomnia for the past few days. He didn’t even sleep more 

than three hours a day, but he didn’t receive any good news. 

The Liu family had sent out all their forces and used all the channels they could find according to the list 

given by Xia ruofei. However, the news came back one by one, and the result disappointed and even 

made him desperate. 

Today, Liu Chongli came to this house, but he still brought bad news. 

“Uncle Chongli, any progress?” Liu Qunfeng asked as soon as he saw Liu Chongli. 

Liu Chongli shook his head helplessly and said,””There’s not even a single piece of useful information. 

Qunfeng, I’ve consulted the experts and professors at the Chinese Medicine Research Institute, but 

they’ve never heard of the names of those herbs! How are we supposed to find him?” 

“I don’t have a single clue either!” Liu Qunfeng said with a bitter smile. 

Then, Liu Qunfeng couldn’t help but say angrily,”Liu Lifang is stupider than a pig! Ever since he was 

young, he had always been a failure! This time, he had even caused such a great disaster! I really want 

to ...” 

“Qunfeng, it’s too late to say all this now ...” Liu Chongli said.”After all, Lifang is your sister. I heard that 

you’ve been keeping her under house arrest in the main residence for the past two days, not even 

letting her out of her room. Could this be ...” 



“Uncle Chongli! It’s because she’s my sister that I’m being merciful!” Liu Qunfeng gritted his teeth and 

said,”if it were anyone else, I would have turned her into ashes! You don’t have to plead for her! What’s 

wrong with locking her up for a few days? Would he lose a piece of skin or a piece of flesh? His father 

was still on the verge of death! It’s all her fault!” 

Liu Chongli only spoke up for Liu Lifang because he and Liu Lifang both worked in the family’s company. 

After all, even though Liu Lifang’s ability was very poor, as the biological daughter of old man Liu, this 

identity was still very useful. Liu Chongli also took advantage of this to continuously strengthen his voice 

in the company. 

After all, Liu Chongli was only elder Liu’s cousin, so their relationship was still a level apart. 

This time, Liu Lifang would probably be stripped of all her positions. Thinking of this, Liu Chongli still felt 

that it was a pity. If old master Liu’s team was replaced with someone more capable, his influence in the 

company would inevitably be weakened. 

Of course, Liu Chongli wouldn’t stupidly plead on Liu Lifang’s behalf at this time. He could just play a side 

trick at the right time, just like what he did just now. 

Liu Chongli took the initiative to change the topic and asked,”QUN FENG, how’s big brother’s current 

situation?” 

Liu Qunfeng said with a hint of fatigue,””Her condition has been stable for the past two days, but the 

experts in Room 301 said that this situation will not continue for long and told us to be mentally 

prepared ... This is in line with Mr. Xia’s conclusion.” 

When Liu Chongli heard this, he couldn’t help but frown and say,”Qunfeng, do you think ... That Xia 

ruofei ... Gave us a fake list? If we can’t find all the herbs on it, he can just give up and not care about us 

...” 

“The possibility is very low.” “From what I know of Mr. Xia, he’s not that kind of person,” Liu Qunfeng 

said. 

“But,” Liu Chongli said anxiously,”even the authoritative experts of the Chinese Medicine Research 

Institute don’t know about the herbs on the list. They’ve never even heard of them. Don’t you think 

that’s too suspicious?” 

“Mr. Xia is an expert,” Liu Qunfeng said. “Just because those experts and professors have never heard of 

them doesn’t mean they don’t exist.” Because he didn’t need to do that. If he really wanted to leave, he 

wouldn’t need to go through so much trouble. This incident was caused by Liu Lifang. If he didn’t want 

to treat her, he could have just rejected her directly. Why did he have to go in such a big circle?” 

“That’s true, but who knows what he’s thinking ...” Liu Chongli said without much confidence. 

In fact, he had already accepted Liu Qunfeng’s analysis. However, he had been trying his best for the 

past two days, but there had been no progress. He couldn’t help but doubt it, and his heart was quite 

conflicted. 

Suddenly, Liu Qunfeng’s phone vibrated. 

“Uncle Chongli, I have to answer a call first,” he stood up and said. 



Liu Qunfeng picked up his phone as he walked out,””Hey...It’s me...MMM...MMM...I know!” 

The content of the phone call seemed simple. Liu Qunfeng hung up after a few words. 

He turned around and walked into the room. He looked at Liu Chongli with a strange expression and 

said,”Uncle Chongli, I’ve just received some information regarding the medicinal herbs on the list.” 

Liu Chongli immediately stood up and asked,””Someone found it?” 

“It doesn’t count as us finding it ... But this information is indeed more important.” Liu Qunfeng 

said,”our people just found out that three years ago, at an underground auction in Malaysia, a medicinal 

herb called ‘Sky Heart Vine’ appeared. It is at least 90% similar to the ‘Amethyst blood radish’ that Mr. 

Xia described in the list. It should be the same medicinal herb!” 

When Xia ruofei was making the list, he did not just write down the names of the herbs. Otherwise, the 

Liu family would not be able to find them. Hence, he also used words to describe each herb and even 

drew simple illustrations. 

Because of this, the Liu family realized that the “sky’s will parasite” that was auctioned in Malaysia three 

years ago was most likely the “Amethyst blood radish” that Xia ruofei had listed. 

“Is that so?” Liu Chongli’s spirits were lifted.”Then let’s hurry up and think of a way to buy it!” 

No matter how hard they tried and how many resources they used, the results they got were all 

disappointing. It could be said that the news that Liu Qunfeng had just brought was the only good news 

in the past two days. 

Although there were more than a dozen herbs on the list, and it was useless to just find the “Amethyst 

blood radish,” he was still one step closer to success. 

“Uncle Chongli, do you know how much this ‘sky’s will Gu’ was sold for back then?” Liu Qunfeng asked 

with a bitter smile. 

“How much?” Liu Chongli asked subconsciously. 

Chapter 2602 A new plan (1) 

When Xia ruofei was making the list, he did not just write down the names of the herbs. Otherwise, the 

Liu family would not be able to find them. Hence, he also used words to describe each herb and even 

drew simple illustrations. 

Because of this, the Liu family realized that the “sky’s will parasite” that was auctioned in Malaysia three 

years ago was most likely the “Amethyst blood radish” that Xia ruofei had listed. 

“Is that so?” Liu Chongli’s spirits were lifted.”Then let’s hurry up and think of a way to buy it!” 

No matter how hard they tried and how many resources they used, the results they got were all 

disappointing. It could be said that the news that Liu Qunfeng had just brought was the only good news 

in the past two days. 

Although there were more than a dozen herbs on the list, and it was useless to just find the “Amethyst 

blood radish,” he was still one step closer to success. 



“Uncle Chongli, do you know how much this ‘sky’s will Gu’ was sold for back then?” Liu Qunfeng asked 

with a bitter smile. 

“How much?” Liu Chongli asked subconsciously. 

” 200 million! And it’s in US dollars!” Liu Qunfeng said,”of course, the problem isn’t the price. If we really 

want to buy it, it’s not like our Liu family can’t afford it. However, the person who bought the ‘heaven’s 

will kun’ was Hardy MA from Kuala Lumpur. This person’s family was very powerful in Malaysia, and 

they didn’t lack money at all. Once the item fell into their hands, the possibility of buying it back was 

extremely low. Moreover, that auction has already been over for three years. If they didn’t buy a 

medicinal herb just to keep it at home, this ‘heaven’s will Gu’ might have already been used up!” 

Liu Chongli couldn’t help but feel disheartened. He said,”Then after all this, we’re still overjoyed for 

nothing!” 

“You can’t say that ... At least this information answers your question,” Liu Qunfeng said. “Mr. Xia didn’t 

make up the list. It’s just that these herbs are too precious to be collected in a short time.” In addition, it 

also shows how precious the pills Mr. Xia provided before were!” 

“Speaking of this, I’m reminded of that unfilial daughter, Liu Lifang!” Liu Qunfeng couldn’t help but 

reveal his anger again.”What she did was simply disastrous!” 

This time, even Liu Chongli couldn’t refute it. He could only silently nod his head in agreement. 

“In the past, some people in the family were quite critical about the ‘treatment fee’ that Mr. Xia 

charged, thinking that the price was too high. Now it seems that Mr. Xia has already offered a good 

price!” 

Liu Chongli couldn’t help but blush. He was one of the family members who had a lot of opinions about 

Xia ruofei taking away the pharmaceutical Group. 

Because the annual profits generated by the pharmaceutical Group were quite considerable, as the 

head of the family group, Liu Chongli was naturally reluctant to cut off this fat piece of meat. However, 

at that time, it was the decision made by old man Liu himself. In this family, it could be said that old man 

Liu’s words carried enormous weight. What he said was the Golden Rule, and no one dared to refute 

him. 

Liu Qunfeng didn’t notice Liu Chongli’s awkward expression. He only sighed and said,””Although we’ve 

already made sufficient preparations for the difficulties, it seems that the task of finding all the 

medicinal ingredients on the list is much more difficult than we thought. I’m afraid ... We won’t be able 

to complete it ...” 

“Maybe Mr. Xia has other ways ...” Liu Chongli said with a trace of luck. 

“I hope so!” 

After Liu Qunfeng finished, he couldn’t help but sigh. 

At this time, a voice came from the headphones of a big Man in Black standing at the door of the room. 

After hearing it, he was stunned for a moment, then quickly walked into the room, bowed slightly to Liu 

Qunfeng and Liu Chongli, and said,”Chief Liu, the sentries at the gate have news. Mr. Xia is here!” 



Liu Qunfeng’s spirits lifted, and he ran outside without hesitation. As he ran, he said,””Uncle Chongli, 

quickly! Let’s go and welcome them!” 

…… 

At that moment, Xia ruofei’s Toyota Elfa had already stopped in the courtyard. 

When the electric door opened slowly, Xia ruofei saw Liu Qunfeng running out to greet him. Not far 

behind him was a panting Liu Chongli. 

After all, Liu Chongli was an old man, and his hands and feet were not as agile as Liu Qunfeng ‘s, so he 

looked a little embarrassed. 

“Mr. Xia! You’re here!” Liu Qunfeng ran down the stairs in one breath. He was still a little breathless, but 

he quickly shook hands with Xia ruofei. 

Xia ruofei nodded and asked directly,””Chief Liu, I wonder how many herbs you’ve found?” 

Liu Qunfeng looked embarrassed and said,””Mr. Xia, we’ve already used all our resources to search for 

it, but so far, we haven’t found a single one of them ...” 

Xia ruofei wasn’t surprised by the result and just nodded. 

Liu Qunfeng continued,””However ... We’ve managed to find out a little bit about the purple crystal 

blood radish,” 

Then, Liu Qunfeng told Xia ruofei about the underground auction in Malaysia that he had heard a few 

minutes ago. 

Xia ruofei couldn’t help but feel surprised. The herbs he had listed were considered rare in the world of 

cultivation. He didn’t expect that the Amethyst blood radish would really appear in an underground 

auction in the secular world. 

Chapter 2603 A new plan (2) 

Of course, on Xia ruofei’s list, the Amethyst blood radish was not particularly valuable. Compared to the 

heart – concentrating grass, the Amethyst blood radish was much less valuable. 

Furthermore, Xia ruofei had planted quite a few Amethyst blood radishes in that herb garden on the 

realm Heart Island. It was just that they had yet to mature. 

Hence, after hearing the news, Xia ruofei was only slightly stunned. He asked,””Is there any way to get 

this Amethyst blood radish?” 

Liu Qunfeng felt even more embarrassed. He said,””It’s very difficult ... The buyer isn’t Chinese, and 

they’re from a rich family in Malaysia. It’s hard to move them with money, and it’s hard for our influence 

to reach Malaysia, so ...” 

Xia ruofei nodded and said,”okay!” I know ...” 

“How’s elder Liu’s current situation?”he asked. 



“It’s all thanks to your miraculous hands of rejuvenation!” Liu Qunfeng quickly said,”my father’s 

condition has been stable for the past two days! But ... If I can’t find all the medicinal herbs on your list 

...” 

“I’ll go and take a look first!”Xia ruofei said noncommittally. 

“Alright! Alright!” “This way, please!” Liu Qunfeng said. 

The Deputy Minister personally led the way for Xia ruofei, and Liu Chongli, who was in charge of a family 

financial group, could not even get a word in. 

Xia ruofei and the other two arrived at Mr. Liu’s ward. He didn’t even need to say anything. Liu Qunfeng 

asked the medical staff to leave as quickly as possible, and then he and Liu Chongli left the room. 

Xia ruofei carefully checked on elder Liu’s condition and nodded to himself. The situation was as he had 

expected. 

Although the old man was still in a coma, his condition did not continue to deteriorate in the past two or 

three days. The cancer cell activity in his body had obviously decreased a lot. 

Of course, if he didn’t continue with the treatment, the pitifully small amount of spirit Heart Flower 

petals that old man Liu had taken a few days ago would be completely consumed and would no longer 

have any effect. 

Xia ruofei pondered for a moment and took out the acupuncture kit from his bag. He first used the ‘nine 

needles of the rubbing cloud’ technique to treat him. 

After the acupuncture was done, the silver needles still needed to stay in the body for a while. Xia ruofei 

stood up and walked out of the room. 

“Mr. Xia!” Liu Qunfeng quickly came forward. 

Xia ruofei said,”elder Liu’s condition is basically the same as what I expected. If he is not treated as soon 

as possible, his body will continue to deteriorate. In the end, even God can’t save him.” 

“What if we continue to use the drug treatment from last time?” Liu Qunfeng asked with a hint of 

anticipation. 

Xia ruofei shook his head.”It can’t cure the root of the problem. The treatment will only get worse. It’s 

not very meaningful.” 

“Then what do we do?” 

Even though Liu Qunfeng had been through a lot, he was still helpless in the face of today’s situation. 

“I’ll tell you a plan for your reference!”Xia ruofei said after some thought. 

“Please speak! Please speak!” Liu Qunfeng said, as if he had found a life – saving straw. 

“I’m afraid it’s not realistic to find all the medicinal herbs on the list in a short time. ” Xia ruofei said 

calmly,”I’ve been thinking about an alternative prescription for the past two days. I finally have some 

ideas today ...” 



“That’s great!” Liu Qunfeng couldn’t help but cry out in joy. It was as if he had seen a ray of hope. 

However, he immediately realized that he had lost his composure. He revealed an awkward smile and 

said, “I’m sorry! Mr. Xia, please continue! Please continue ...” 

Xia ruofei nodded and said,”I have to make two things clear to you.””First, this alternative prescription is 

not a fixed prescription. I modified it from the original prescription based on my own understanding of 

Chinese medicine. Therefore, the safety and treatment effects may be unknown, and there may be 

certain risks. Second, even if this prescription is right, the effect will definitely be worse than the 

previous pills. You have to be mentally prepared for a long battle!” 

“Yes! Yes! Yes!” Liu Qunfeng said without hesitation,”as long as it can save my father’s life, we are 

willing to try!” 

This was the reality of the situation. If he chose this plan, elder Liu would face a certain risk and a certain 

probability of failure. But if they didn’t choose this plan, the result would be doomed. The Liu family 

would lose old man Liu, the White jade pillar that held up the sky and the purple gold pillar that 

supported the sea. 

Facing this reality, Liu Qunfeng knew what choice he should make. 

Xia ruofei nodded and took out his phone to call Wu Qiang. 

“Wu Qiang, bring me the thermal box that I left in the car. I’m on the second floor.” Xia ruofei said 

indifferently. 

“Okay, boss!” 

“Mr. Xia, I’ll get someone to get it!” Liu Qunfeng said. 

“No need, let my driver send it over directly! “Don’t let anyone else do it in the middle, in case you can’t 

explain it clearly later ...”Xia ruofei said. 

Liu Qunfeng couldn’t help but look a little embarrassed as he said,””Mr. Xia, we will definitely increase 

the management of our drugs in the future. What happened last time will never happen again!” 

Xia ruofei smiled noncommittally and did not say anything. 

They waited for two minutes before Wu Qiang came to the second floor with the thermal box. After he 

handed it to Xia ruofei, he went back to the car downstairs to wait for orders. 

Xia ruofei walked towards old master Liu’s room with the thermal lunch box and said,””Chief Liu, you 

guys can come in too! Also, get a nurse to help!” 

“Alright! Alright!” Liu Qunfeng quickly said, and at the same time, he gave Liu Chongli a look. Liu Chongli 

quickly ran to arrange for a nurse to help. 

After entering the house, Xia ruofei asked the nurse to get a basin of hot water. Then, he put the frozen 

Chinese medicine bag into the hot water and heated the medicine soup through the vacuum – packed 

Chinese medicine bag. 



After heating it up for a while, Xia ruofei asked the nurse to take out the Chinese medicine bag and then 

asked her to find a brand new set of Disposable Infusion Set. 

The nurse quickly hung the Chinese medicine bag on the bed and connected it to an infusion set. 

Of course, he didn’t need to inject the medicine into elder Liu’s blood vessels. However, old man Liu was 

already connected to a ventilator. Hence, Xia ruofei used this method to let the Chinese medicine enter 

old man Liu’s stomach through an infusion set and a nasophobic tube. 

The main reason why Xia ruofei chose to use an infusion set instead of taking it directly was to reduce 

the flow. At the same time, it could also allow the precious components of the spirit Heart Flower petals 

in Chinese medicine to come into contact with old man Liu as much as possible so that they would be 

completely absorbed. 

Liu Qunfeng watched as the brown Medicine in the medicine bag dripped into his father’s body through 

the nasal feeding tube. His heart couldn’t help but hang in his throat. 

Xia ruofei was very confident. He moved a chair and sat in front of the window. If it were not for the fact 

that there was a critical patient here, he would have taken out a cigarette. 

Although he used the highest volume of the medicine, it still took him 40 minutes to get all the medicine 

into his stomach. 

During this process, Liu Qunfeng and Liu Chongli were staring at old man Liu on the bed. Xia ruofei also 

scanned him with his spiritual power from time to time. 

Although he had not come into direct contact with old master Liu, Xia ruofei had a general 

understanding of the situation. 

This was enough for Xia ruofei. 

Liu Qunfeng and the others could not see any changes, but after Xia ruofei used her spiritual power to 

check, she clearly found that as more and more Chinese medicine was injected into old man Liu’s body, 

the cancer cell activity in his body had suddenly decreased by an order of magnitude. 

Actually, if Xia ruofei wanted to, he could even turn these cancer cells into ashes. It was just a matter of 

using a few more spirit Heart Flower petals. 

... 

On the contrary, in his current situation, controlling the speed of recovery felt much more technical. The 

difficulty was also not the same as using the heart condensing flower petals to heal directly in the past. 

After drinking the bag of Chinese medicine, elder Liu’s face was much rosier. 

Xia ruofei kept the silver needles, disinfected them, and put them away carefully. He said to Liu 

Qunfeng,”Minister Liu, please prepare a room for me! I’ll probably have to stay here for the next two 

days!” 

“No problem! No problem!” Liu Qunfeng said, overjoyed. 



It was great news for Liu Qunfeng that Xia ruofei could stay. At the very least, if there was an 

emergency, he would be able to find this “Divine Doctor” at the first moment, and his sense of security 

would increase a lot. 

Chapter 2604 Light at the end of the tunnel (1) 

Xia ruofei’s room was on the second floor, two rooms away from old master Liu ‘s. This way, he could 

look for Xia ruofei immediately if he needed help. 

Xia ruofei asked Wu Qiang to return to the courtyard house while he rested in the guest room for a 

while. It was almost time for dinner. 

Liu Qunfeng personally came to invite Xia ruofei to the dining room, and Liu Chongli accompanied him. 

The three of them prepared a large table of food and wine, making it very Grand. 

During the meal, Liu Qunfeng kept expressing his gratitude to Xia ruofei. 

Xia ruofei said calmly,”chief Liu, it’s too early for you to thank me ... Elder Liu’s condition is very 

complicated now. Furthermore, we don’t have all the medicinal herbs. So, I’m not very confident.” As 

for the effect of this treatment, it will still depend on luck!” 

“I know! “I know ...” Liu Qunfeng quickly said.”No matter what the result is, our gratitude will not 

change! I admire your character, Mr. Xia! We can also see that you’ve truly spared no effort in this 

matter!” 

Liu Chongli also raised his glass and said,”Mr. Xia, I’d like to propose a toast to you too.” I’m ashamed to 

say this ... When you took away the pharmaceutical Group, I was quite dissatisfied in my heart ... The 

facts have proven that we have judged the heart of a gentleman with the heart of a villain! Mr. Xia is a 

true gentleman!” 

The reason why Liu Chongli’s attitude had changed so much was because of the “sky’s will parasite”, 

which was the Amethyst blood radish on Xia ruofei’s list. Just one herb was worth 200 million US dollars. 

How much would the list of herbs that even the Chinese Medicine Research Institute’s experts had 

never heard of be worth? 

Furthermore, even if he had the medicinal herbs, he still had to master the right prescription! The value 

of this knowledge was hard to estimate. After all, it was a life – saving medicine. 

With all these! It was not expensive for Xia ruofei to take away a Pharmaceutical Group! Even the Liu 

family had taken advantage of it. 

Xia ruofei was a little embarrassed by Liu Chongli’s praise. After all, the actual cost he paid was not that 

exaggerated. 

The medicinal herbs on the list were all randomly listed by him. They were all medicinal herbs that could 

only be found in the cultivation world. Some of them were so precious that even some high – Level 

cultivators might not have them. Even ordinary medicinal herbs, such as the Amethyst blood radish, 

would be considered an extraordinary treasure in the secular world. If this was the case, the cost of 

those pills was really high. 

However, Xia ruofei did not use the herbs on the list! 



He had not expected that the Liu family would really find information on the medicinal ingredients on 

the list after digging three feet deep. A stalk of purple crystal blood radish was actually auctioned for 

200 million US dollars. This immediately caused the Liu family to misunderstand the value of the 

previous batch of pills. 

However, even the purple crystal blood radish could be auctioned for 200 million US dollars ... Xia ruofei 

thought of the dazzling array of spiritual herbs in his realm Heart island’s herb garden. There were 

countless herbs that were more expensive than the purple crystal blood radish. How much was that 

herb garden worth? 

Of course, the precious herbs in the world of cultivation could not be measured by money. During the 

most prosperous time of the cultivation world on earth, the truly precious natural treasures were also 

bartered. 

Only a fool would exchange spirit herbs for money. Which cultivator would be a fool? 

Xia ruofei coughed and said,””President Liu, you flatter me. I’m just doing my duty as a doctor! Since I’ve 

accepted this task, I’ll do my best. ” 

“To be able to do this is already admirable!” Liu Qunfeng raised his glass and said,”Mr. Xia is very 

generous! Come, I’ll toast you again!” 

…… 

Xia ruofei stayed in the Liu family’s residence. 

He had prepared six bags of medicinal soup. If he took the medicine twice a day, the medicinal soup 

would last him for three days. 

The rest of the Chinese medicine was still stored in the refrigerator in the room next to elder Liu ‘s. 

With the previous experience, Liu Qunfeng placed great importance on the safety of the medicine. 

Not only did he arrange for two people to stand guard 24 hours a day, but he also installed several 

cameras and had someone to watch the surveillance footage all day long. 

Liu Qunfeng had also strictly ordered that only Xia ruofei was allowed to touch the bags of Chinese 

medicine. No one else was even allowed to go near the fridge. 

Once bitten by a snake, twice shy! 

That evening, Xia ruofei asked the nurse to put a bag of Chinese medicine into elder Liu’s stomach 

through a nasal feeding tube with an infusion set. 

Starting from the second day, he would take the medicine every morning and night. 

Every time he took the medicine, old man Liu’s condition would improve. It could be clearly seen 

through the vital signs monitoring equipment that his various indicators were developing in a good 

direction. 

Although he was still unconscious, Liu Qunfeng and the others felt a glimmer of hope and were very 

excited. 



After all, Xia ruofei had said from the start that this was an alternative prescription that he had 

developed himself. It was hard to say whether it would be effective or if there would be any side effects. 

So, at first, Liu Qunfeng was very nervous. He was afraid that elder Liu’s condition would suddenly 

worsen and he would die. 

Now, it seemed that Xia ruofei’s medical skills were still absolutely trustworthy. In the absence of 

medicinal herbs, the substitute formula that he had developed in two days still played a good role in the 

treatment. 

On the morning of the third day, Xia ruofei personally watched the nurse inject the fifth bag of Chinese 

medicine into elder Liu’s stomach before returning to his room to rest. 

He sat in front of the computer and was going to watch a movie to kill time. For the past few days, he 

had nothing to do except to personally supervise the nurse feeding the medicine into old man Liu’s 

stomach and to do a routine check on the old man’s physical condition. It was quite boring to stay here. 

Chapter 2605 Light at the end of the tunnel (2) 

However, not long after Xia ruofei sat down, a nurse ran over and said breathlessly,””D – Doctor Xia ... 

The chief is awake! He ... He wants to see you!” 

Xia ruofei was not surprised at all because he had calculated the dosage. Considering elder Liu’s physical 

condition, he should wake up by today. If he did not wake up in the morning, he would definitely wake 

up in the afternoon after the last bag of Chinese medicine was used. 

However, Xia ruofei still pretended to be surprised. He stood up and said,””I’ll be there immediately!” 

When Xia ruofei walked out of the room, Liu Qunfeng, who was the first to receive the news, had 

already run over. 

When he saw Xia ruofei, Liu Qunfeng held his hand tightly and said excitedly,””Mr. Xia! Miracle doctor 

Xia! I’m really grateful!” 

“Chief Liu, calm down ...” Xia ruofei didn’t know whether to laugh or cry.”If you faint again, I’ll have to 

help you!” 

Liu Qunfeng did not mind Xia ruofei’s joke at all. He had been suppressing himself too much during this 

period of time. Now that old man Liu had woken up, it was as if he had found an outlet to release all his 

stress. 

In fact, when old man Liu had been seriously ill, all the members of the Liu family, including Liu Qunfeng, 

had already been mentally prepared the moment they had been diagnosed. So, although they had been 

very heavy – hearted at that time and felt very uncertain about the future of the Liu family, they had not 

been as worried as they were these days. 

It was mainly because of Xia ruofei’s last interventional treatment, which gave Liu Qunfeng and the 

others infinite hope. At that time, elder Liu’s illness had already recovered to a rather good extent. Even 

the 301 specialist who came to do the routine examination for the old man was calling it a miracle. 

However, because of Liu Lifang’s foolish actions, all of her efforts had gone to waste. 



This feeling of going from peak to bottom was much more exciting than riding a roller coaster. 

From great hope to despair, it was a steep curve. This was Liu Qunfeng’s mental journey these days. 

Now that elder Liu had woken up again, it was as if a dazzling light had suddenly shone into the dark 

heart. Even Liu Qunfeng, who was usually very good at maintaining his composure, could not control his 

emotions this time. 

“Mr. Xia, please go in!” Liu Qunfeng said. The old master wants to see you! Oh right ... I’ll have to 

trouble you ...” 

“Don’t worry, I’ll check on his physical condition at the first moment.” Xia ruofei smiled.”Don’t forget, 

I’m a doctor!” 

“Yes, yes, yes!” “Please!” Liu Qunfeng said quickly. 

Xia ruofei strode into old master Liu’s ward. When the doctors and nurses saw him, they immediately 

left the room. They had been used to Xia ruofei’s “special privileges” these days. 

Of course, none of these experts and professors were unconvinced. After all, in such a desperate 

situation, he could still repeatedly create miracles. These experts and professors knew that they didn’t 

have the ability to do so. 

If it weren’t for their military status and the order from their superiors to keep it a secret, they would 

definitely have taken the treatment to their colleagues for all kinds of discussions. 

Xia ruofei walked into the quiet Ward. Old master Liu was lying on the bed with his eyes slightly closed. 

He still looked very weak, but when he heard Xia ruofei’s footsteps, he slowly opened his eyes. 

When their eyes met, old master Liu’s eyes were filled with gratitude. He nodded at Xia ruofei with 

difficulty. 

Xia ruofei walked over and said,”elder Liu, please don’t move. I’ll examine you.” 

With that, Xia ruofei walked forward and skillfully grabbed old man Liu’s hand. He placed his fingers on 

his pulse and a stream of spiritual energy entered his body. 

After a while, Xia ruofei stood up and said,””Elder Liu, the situation is not bad. The ventilator can be 

removed. Please wait a moment, I’ll go call him over. ” 

Although Xia ruofei had no problem removing the catheter, he felt that it was better to let professional 

Western doctors do it. 

In this situation, old master Liu could not even speak. It was very difficult for the two of them to 

communicate. Xia ruofei entered the room and saw his name written on a piece of paper beside the 

bed. He must have used this method to express his desire to see Xia ruofei when he had just woken up. 

Through the examination just now, he found that after elder Liu regained consciousness, his body was 

still a little weak, but there was no problem with spontaneous breathing. There was no need to put on a 

ventilator at all, which was very painful for the patient. 

Old man Liu revealed a grateful expression and nodded slightly. 



Xia ruofei walked to the door and greeted them. Liu Qunfeng and the head of the specialist medical 

team, professor Luo, came to greet them. 

Without waiting for them to ask, Xia ruofei said,””I’ve checked. Mr. Liu’s consciousness has returned, 

and his physical condition is not bad. Remove the ventilator and nasofeed tube first!” 

“Alright!” Liu Qunfeng said without hesitation,”professor Luo, I’ll have to trouble you!” 

Initially, professor Luo thought that it was too careless and sloppy to remove the tube right after the 

patient regained consciousness. Although Xia ruofei’s status was extraordinary and even the Liu family 

thought that his words were golden rules in terms of treatment, professor Luo still tried to persuade 

him. 

After all, in the view of Western medicine, it was necessary to go through a detailed examination, 

combined with various indicators, and confirm that the requirements were met before the ventilator 

could be removed. 

However, before he could say anything, Liu Qunfeng had already agreed to Xia ruofei’s decision. 

Professor Luo smiled bitterly. He sighed and swallowed the words he was about to say. 

“Alright, I’ll make the arrangements.” Professor Luo said with a hint of helplessness. 

“Please wait a moment!” Xia ruofei called out. 

Professor Luo stopped and asked,””Is there anything else, doctor Xia?” 

Xia ruofei smiled and said,”after removing the ventilator, give the remaining bag of Chinese medicine to 

elder Liu.” Take it orally. ” 

Although elder Liu had just taken the medicine, under normal circumstances, he should have taken it in 

the afternoon. Otherwise, the interval between taking the medicine would have been too short. 

However, he had already agreed to remove the tube, so why would professor Luo waste his breath on 

such a small issue? 

Anyway, Xia ruofei was the one who provided the Chinese medicine, and the patient’s family had 

absolute trust in Xia ruofei. If something really happened, the specialist Group would not be the 

scapegoat. 

Therefore, professor Luo nodded and said,””Alright!” 

“You have to tell the nurse not to let her skin come into direct contact with the medicine!” Liu Qunfeng 

quickly added. 

This was the experience that he had gained in exchange for a huge lesson! 

Professor Luo’s expression was a little strange. He felt that the request was too strange, but he still 

nodded and said,””Okay, chief Liu, I’ll remind you.” 

After that, professor Luo took the doctors from Room 301 to the ward to remove the ventilator. 

Liu Qunfeng and Xia ruofei were waiting at the door. 



Liu Qunfeng hesitated, then asked,””Mr. Xia, my father has just taken a bag of medicine. Will it be a 

problem for him to drink another bag now? Don’t get me wrong, I’m not doubting your medical skills, 

but as the patient’s family ...” 

Xia ruofei smiled and waved his hand,”understood!” He understood! Don’t worry, chief Liu. I know what 

to do with the medicine. When elder Liu is awake, his body’s energy consumption will be much greater 

than when he is unconscious, but at the same time, his absorption ability will also increase accordingly. 

This is like the war entering a stalemate stage, and the troops need to replenish their supplies, so I 

added a dose of medicine!” 

“Oh, I see ...” Liu Qunfeng said. 

Xia ruofei couldn’t help but secretly laugh. He had made up this story casually. It would be a wonder if 

Liu Qunfeng could understand it! 
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In fact, even if he drank all six bags of medicine at once, there would not be any problem. It would only 

make the illness recover faster. Xia ruofei had divided the six bags of medicine into three days for elder 

Liu to take in order to control the rhythm and make the treatment more difficult. 

Now that old man Liu had woken up, his body was still rather weak. Moreover, his throat and windpipe 

would definitely be damaged to a certain extent after the tubes were inserted. Drinking the last bag of 

medicine at this time could not only replenish his energy, but also heal the damage to his throat and 

windpipe in time. It was easy to recover from small injuries like this, and it consumed very little of the 

spirit Heart Flower petals. 

The operation of planet 301’s decaning was very simple, especially for this expert team, which was 

mostly composed of PhDs. There was no difficulty at all. 

In a short while, professor Luo personally removed the ventilator for old man Liu and treated the 

wound. At the same time, the nurse followed Xia ruofei’s instructions and fed old man Liu the last bag of 

Chinese medicine in small mouthfuls. 

When Xia ruofei entered the ward again, old man Liu was already in a much better state of mind. 

However, there was still an oxygen tube inserted into his nostrils for oxygen. 

“Little Xia, did I pass another level?” “It’s all thanks to you again, isn’t it?” old man Liu said with 

difficulty. 

Xia ruofei smiled.”It was quite dangerous this time. However, the fact that you’re awake means that the 

most dangerous period has passed. You can rest in peace now!” 

Old man Liu nodded and said,””Thank you!” 

“You’re welcome ...” Xia ruofei smiled.”I’m your doctor. It’s my duty to treat you!” 

Old man Liu sighed with emotion and said,””How can there be so many things within our duty? Besides, 

even if it’s something within their duty, how many people can do it well, or even do it to the extreme 

like you?” 



Just as Xia ruofei was about to persuade old master Liu to speak less, the old man suddenly asked,””Xiao 

Xia, tell me the truth. Can I still make it this time?” 

“Chief, why are you suddenly asking this?” Xia ruofei was stunned for a moment before he smiled and 

said,”what you need to do now is to recuperate. Don’t let your thoughts run wild.” 

However, old man Liu shook his head stubbornly and said,””I don’t feel good this time. I even feel like 

I’ve received an invitation from old master Ma ...” 

“Old master Ma?” Xia ruofei was stunned. 

“Old man Marcus!” Elder Liu laughed. 

“Oh ...” Xia ruofei suddenly realized and then said, not knowing whether to laugh or cry,””You’re such a 

big bureau chief, you can’t be idealistic!” 

“This is not called solemnity, but a human’s sixth sense.” Old man Liu said,”many people had a 

premonition before the final moment came. Little Xia, I believe in your judgment. Just tell me how much 

time I have left! This is very important to me!” 

The Liu family was like an aircraft carrier. If old man Liu, the “carrier Captain,” was gone, the aircraft 

carrier would sail into the treacherous undercurrent zone, and it would sink if it was not careful. If there 

was really something he couldn’t do, elder Liu would definitely have to make some arrangements in 

advance. 

Xia ruofei was silent for a moment before he said,””Chief, I really can’t give you a clear answer now. 

Because the treatment plan has been constantly being adjusted and some medicinal herbs are still being 

found, I can’t say how far this treatment will go. ” 

Old man Liu thought for a moment and asked,”then what if we stop all treatment from now on?” How 

much time do I have left?” 

Xia ruofei couldn’t help but scratch his head. This old man was really persistent! 

However, since he had asked, Xia ruofei had nothing to hide. With old man Liu’s current condition, if all 

treatment methods were stopped, the cancer cells would soon wreak havoc in his body. In today’s 

world, there was no effective treatment for him. 

“One week at the fastest,” Xia ruofei said.”It won’t take more than half a month.” 

Old man Liu closed his eyes slightly and said,””I understand ... Thank you, Xia! You must be tired, go rest 

first ... Right, please call the peaks in!” 

“Alright!” Xia ruofei stood up and said,”but as your doctor, I have to remind you that you are very weak 

now. It is best to talk less and rest more!” 

“Okay, okay ...” Elder Liu said with a smile.”I’ll rest after talking to Qunfeng.” 

Xia ruofei didn’t say anything more. He nodded and walked out of the door. 



As soon as they left the room, Xia ruofei said to Liu Qunfeng, who had a look of anticipation on his 

face,””Elder Liu’s condition is not too bad. He probably has something to tell you since he asked you to 

go in now.” 

“Alright! Alright!” “Thank you, Mr. Xia!” Liu Qunfeng said. 

“You’re too polite!” Xia ruofei said lightly,”be careful not to talk for too long. He needs to rest.” 

“I understand! I understand!” “Then, Mr. Xia, you can go and rest first. I’ll go in now!” Liu Qunfeng said. 

…… 

Liu Qunfeng walked into the ward and saw his father lying on the bed. He couldn’t help but sob,””Dad! 

You’re finally awake ...” 

Old Liu looked weak, but his eyes were still powerful. He glared at Liu Qunfeng and said,””How old are 

you? you’re already a top leader in your unit, so why are you still acting like a sissy?” 
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Liu Qunfeng knew that old Liu, who used to be in the military, looked down on men wiping their tears 

the most, but he was too emotional today, and he couldn’t control himself. 

In fact, among the siblings, Liu Qunfeng was the most similar to old master Liu. Not only in appearance, 

but also in style, they were almost exactly the same as old master Liu when he was young. Old master 

Liu also valued this eldest son the most and raised him as the successor of the family. 

Liu Qunfeng took a deep breath and calmed himself down.””I’m sorry, dad, I lost my composure ...” 

Of course, elder Liu knew that Liu Qunfeng was being sincere, so he had a flash of affection in his eyes. 

However, he quickly changed his expression and asked,””How long have I been unconscious?” 

“About five days ...” Liu Qunfeng said.”Thanks to Mr. Xia, the expert medical team sent by 301 is at their 

wits ‘end.” 

Old man Liu showed a trace of interest and said,””Oh? From your tone ... It seems that the change in my 

condition this time is not Xiao Xia’s fault?” 

Liu Qunfeng had a troubled look on his face. He wanted to tell elder Liu the truth, but he was worried 

that the old man had just woken up and was still weak. He couldn’t take the shock. 

However, if he had to feign ignorance and even let old master Liu misunderstand that it was caused by 

Xia ruofei’s poor treatment, he would not be able to live with it. Moreover, the truth would be revealed 

to elder Liu sooner or later. 

Old man Liu frowned slightly and said,””Could it be that there’s something you’re not willing to tell me? 

To be able to put you in such a difficult position ... Let me guess ... There’s a mole in our Liu family? Was 

I poisoned this time?” 

“No!” Liu Qunfeng quickly replied. No! Dad, you’re too scary ...” 



Although he said that, he still couldn’t help but exclaim in his heart that the older the ginger, the spicier 

it was! Although the old man had been in a coma for the past few days, after he woke up, he had 

already made a guess that was very close to the truth based on some very small changes in the details. 

“Is that so?” Old Liu stared into Liu Qunfeng’s eyes and said,”I just asked Xia. He’s not very confident in 

the treatment, and this is not his fault. So ... It’s very likely that the deterioration this time is man – 

made. Am I right?” 

“Dad, I can tell you,” Liu Qunfeng said with a wry smile.”But you have to promise me that you won’t get 

angry or agitated. You’re still very weak ...” 

Old man Liu said impatiently,””Alright! Alright! What kind of storms have I not experienced? Hurry up 

and tell me!” 

“Yes!” Liu Qunfeng didn’t dare to hesitate any longer. He organized his words and told elder Liu 

everything that had happened. 

As he spoke, he was carefully observing elder Liu’s condition. He had already made up his mind. If elder 

Liu could not take the shock and was in danger, he would rush out and ask Xia ruofei for help. 

The expression on old master Liu’s face kept changing, especially when he heard that Liu Lifang was the 

one who had caused the entire incident. The muscles on his face could not help but Twitch. 

However, Liu Qunfeng had clearly underestimated his father’s psychological endurance. Even after he 

finished explaining the whole thing, elder Liu didn’t seem to be too excited, only his expression became 

more serious. 

“Dad, it’s all my fault ...” Liu Qunfeng said, blaming himself.”It’s because I didn’t discipline my younger 

brother and sister well enough that this happened. I ... I’ve already punished my younger sister severely. 

She’s still grounded in the main residence ...” 

Although Liu Qunfeng had severely reprimanded Liu Lifang in front of his family and was still restricting 

her personal freedom, Liu Lifang was still his sister. In front of his father, who was a man of his word, he 

still hoped to speak up for Liu Lifang. Otherwise, he didn’t know what would happen if his father got 

angry. 

“Don’t embarrass yourself in front of me, Qunfeng!”Old man Liu waved his hand. Don’t worry, even a 

vicious Tiger will not eat its Cubs ... Even if I want to punish Liu Lifang, I will not harm her life!” 

Liu Qunfeng couldn’t help but curse in his heart,”even a vicious Tiger wouldn’t eat its Cubs.” He could 

not understand old man Liu’s decision to punish Liu haojun. Liu haojun was old man Liu’s biological 

grandson, and the eldest son at that. However, in the face of the family’s interests, what was the harm 

in sacrificing a member of the family who had made a mistake? 

Even though no one had pointed it out, Liu Qunfeng knew very well what Liu haojun had been 

“assassinated” by. Old man Liu also knew that Liu Qunfeng was aware of this, but everyone was just 

pretending to be confused. 

Liu Qunfeng would probably never be able to get over this in his life. 



Seeing that Liu Qunfeng was silent, elder Liu frowned and asked,””Qunfeng, this means ... Even little Xia 

can’t do anything about it?” 

“No!” Liu Qunfeng quickly said. After Mr. Xia adjusted the prescription, the treatment was quite 

effective. Aren’t you already awake? Also...We’ve been actively searching for the medicinal herbs listed 

on the list provided by Mr. Xia. As long as we have the medicinal herbs, Mr. Xia will definitely have a way 

to cure you!” 

Old man Liu revealed an intriguing smile and asked,””I guess ... It’s very difficult to find all those 

medicinal herbs, right?” 

Liu Qunfeng couldn’t help but ask in surprise,””Dad! How did you know?” 

“Do I even need to guess?” Elder Liu said indifferently,”if those medicinal herbs weren’t difficult to find, 

why would Xiao Xia let you find them? These words might be a little profound, you should think about it 

carefully!” 

“Oh ... Let me think about it ...” Liu Qunfeng said. 

“Go back and think about it slowly!” Old master Liu said,”don’t be an eyesore here! I’m going to rest!” 

Liu Qunfeng quickly stood up and said,”Dad, I’ll go out first. You have a good rest ...” 

“En!” Old master Liu nodded and said,”tell Xiao Xia that the Liu family has no tradition of being 

ungrateful. He saved my life, so he’ll definitely be rewarded accordingly. I won’t let my benefactor be 

disappointed!” 

“Alright!” “Yes,” Liu Qunfeng replied. He bowed slightly to elder Liu and left the room. 

After Liu Qunfeng left, elder Liu smiled. 

In the beginning, he did have a premonition that he would not be able to get over this, especially when 

he heard that all the life – saving medicine had been destroyed by Liu Lifang. This feeling was even 

stronger. 

This was accompanied by a sense of powerlessness. He knew that the end of the world was 

approaching, but he had no way to escape. Even with his strong mental fortitude, old man Liu still felt a 

deep sense of helplessness. 

However, after hearing Liu Qunfeng’s explanation, elder Liu calmed down. 

He had a strong feeling that as long as Xia ruofei was willing to give it his all, he could save his life. 

Under such circumstances, problems like “insufficient medicinal ingredients” were not worth 

mentioning at all. 

The reason why the treatment had stagnated was because there were not enough benefits. 

There was no such thing as a free lunch in this world. 

In the first round of healing, Xia ruofei had already done his best. However, Liu Lifang, this pig – like 

teammate, had ruined everything. 



This was equivalent to the second treatment. Xia ruofei would definitely not work for free! Before he 

saw the actual benefits, he would not show his true ability. 

Old man Liu even felt that he had only been able to wake up because he was the only one who could 

make the final decision and offer him some benefits. 

“This kid ...” Old man Liu shook his head with a smile. 

He did not get angry at the possibility. Instead, he admired Xia ruofei even more. 

Most of the time, the words “do whatever it takes to achieve your goal” were not necessarily 

derogatory. 

At least, old man Liu believed in this Creed. 

Old man Liu felt a wave of fatigue wash over him, and then he closed his eyes and fell into a deep sleep. 

On the other side, Liu Qunfeng found Xia ruofei immediately. 
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After Xia ruofei heard Liu Qunfeng’s story, he smiled and said,””I know. Chief Liu, I have indeed thought 

of many plans for your father’s condition, but this matter can not be rushed. I hope you and elder Liu 

can understand this. ” 

“Of course! Of course!” Liu Qunfeng quickly said,”Mr. Xia, my father only wanted to express his 

gratitude. He didn’t mean to rush you.” 

Xia ruofei nodded and said,”Secretary Liu, how about this ... I’ll go back today. Coincidentally, I’ve 

finished the Chinese medicine I prepared this time. There are a few rare medicinal herbs that I still need 

to buy from my friend. This prescription seems to be effective. I’ll prepare a few more days ‘worth of 

medicine and continue to take it to see.” 

“Alright!” Liu Qunfeng said gratefully. Then I’ll leave it to you, Mr. Xia!” 

Old man Liu’s condition had improved, and he had regained consciousness. Hence, Liu Qunfeng was not 

as anxious as before. At least Xia ruofei had left for half a day, so he did not feel as nervous as he had a 

few days ago. 

“Mr. Xia, these herbs must be expensive!” Liu Qunfeng said. We can’t ask for your help and ask you to 

pay for it. How about this ... We ...” 

Xia ruofei did not wait for Liu Qunfeng to finish and waved his hand. He smiled faintly and said,””We’ll 

talk about the money later!” 

“This ... Isn’t very good, is it?” Liu Qunfeng said, stunned. 

“Do you think I’m afraid you’ll go back on your word?” Xia ruofei chuckled and said,”chief Liu, the most 

important thing now is to find the medicinal herbs on my list. Let’s put the other things aside first!” 

“Alright, we’ll do as you say!” Liu Qunfeng said. 



Xia ruofei left the Liu family’s residence on the same day. He did not ask Liu Qunfeng to send him off. 

Instead, he called Wu Qiang and asked him to pick him up. 

Of course, Xia ruofei did not go to his friend’s place to purchase medicinal ingredients. He went straight 

back to the courtyard house in liuhai Lane. 

The reason why he had to go home was that he had used up all his Chinese medicine and it was 

inconvenient to brew it in the Liu family’s house. On the other hand, it was also because he needed to 

enter the spirit map space. In the Liu family, he would not take out the spirit map scroll no matter what, 

even if the risk was extremely low when his mental power was on alert. 

The spirit map space was of the highest level among all of Xia ruofei’s secrets. Even if there was a slight 

risk of being exposed, he would avoid it decisively. 

If Xia ruofei wanted to enter the spirit map space, brewing the medicine was just a side trip. His main 

purpose was to challenge the Jade pillar array. It had been seven days since he last challenged the array. 

By now, three chances to challenge the array should have been refreshed. 

After returning to the courtyard house, Xia ruofei said to Wu Qiang,””I won’t be having lunch later. 

Don’t come to my hospital if there’s nothing important. If there’s an emergency, you can call me.” 

“Yes, boss!” Wu Qiang nodded and said. 

Xia ruofei returned to the master’s courtyard, locked all the doors and windows, and drew the curtains, 

covering the room tightly. 

In addition, he also habitually took out a few pieces of carved jade from the space, and with a wave of 

his hand, these jade stones with simple array patterns immediately flew in all directions, accurately 

falling in the position they should land, without the slightest deviation. 

An alarm array was instantly formed. 

Such a simple formation was not difficult for Xia ruofei at all. As long as he needed it, he could just take 

a few pieces of jade and carve it out. However, the effect was very good. 

As long as someone came within three meters of the room, the alarm array would be triggered. The 

trace of Xia ruofei’s spiritual power in the outside world would be able to sense it at once. This way, no 

matter what Xia ruofei was doing in the space, he would be notified quickly. 

After setting up the protective measures, Xia ruofei returned to his bedroom and summoned the spirit 

painting from his palm. 

With a thought, he disappeared from the room. 

After a short and familiar feeling of dizziness, Xia ruofei saw the scene in the space. 

“Master!” After the loyal Xia Qing sensed Xia ruofei’s fluctuations, she did not hesitate to put down the 

work in her hands. She crossed from the mountain sea realm to the Archean realm and respectfully 

greeted Xia ruofei. 



Xia ruofei nodded and asked,””Has the space been fine these days? Are there any complaints from those 

free laborers?” 

“Master, everything is normal,” Xia Qing said,”those ... Free laborers ... Are also very well – behaved! I 

followed your instructions and divided them into small teams, divided them into three or four levels, 

and let them manage themselves. The effect was very good!” 

“Free labor” was a term that Xia Qing had learned from Xia ruofei. He still felt awkward when he said it, 

even though the term was so appropriate. 

“Mm! “That’s good ...” Xia ruofei said. Then, he asked,”by the way, how’s the recovery of the guy with 

the broken leg?” 

“You mean that guy with the strange name?” Xia Qing said,”his name is ... Manzila, right? This person’s 

recovery ability was quite good. Moreover, the environment in the spirit map world was so good that 

even the air had mystified spirit Qi, so his recovery speed was still very fast. He’s always wanted to apply 

for better medicine, saying that he wants to recover as soon as possible and then work for master. ” 

Manzila was the leader of the modr organization, Satan, and also had the identity of a “high priest.” 
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The biggest difference between him and Bao Guijun and the other free laborers was that he could barely 

be considered a cultivator. Even though his cultivation was very low, he had indeed seriously cultivated 

an incomplete cultivation method. 

This was also the reason why Xia ruofei had a relatively deep impression of him. 

However, Xia ruofei obviously didn’t care for such a low – Level cultivator. He was just asking casually. 

After hearing Xia Qing’s words, Xia ruofei said,””With such a low cultivation, what can he do? Let him 

take care of it! It’s a waste to give him good medicine!” 

“Yes, master!” Xia Qing nodded. 

“I’ll give you a task,” Xia ruofei said.”Brew a pot of Chinese medicine according to this prescription!” 

Xia ruofei first handed a prescription to Xia Qingyuan. It was a nourishing prescription that he had 

randomly chosen when he was brewing the Chinese medicine a few days ago. In order to ensure that 

the “taste” was the same, he still needed the same Chinese medicine this time. 

Xia ruofei was completely at ease when he handed this matter over to Xia Qing. In terms of brewing 

Chinese medicine, Xia Qing was even better than him. 

After Xia Qing took the prescription, Xia ruofei stretched out his hand and beckoned for a small half – 

bottle of diluted spirit Heart Flower petal solution. He also handed it to Xia Qing and said,””After the 

Chinese medicine is boiled, add this ... Just add it to this position.” 

Xia ruofei roughly calculated the ratio and touched the bottle with his hand. A clear scratch appeared on 

the bottle. 



“Understood!” Xia Qing took the bottle and said,”master, this is very simple. You can rest assured and 

leave it to me!” 

Xia ruofei nodded.”Remember to mix it well after you’re done. Leave the rest to me.” 

In the spirit map space, there was a small vacuum filling bottle that Xia ruofei had bought previously. It 

was mainly used to seal and store the medicinal soup. 

Xia Qing definitely didn’t know how to use this kind of modern machinery, and it wasn’t easy to learn. So 

Xia ruofei decided that the final step was better to do it himself. 

After handing over the task of brewing the medicine to Xia Qing, Xia ruofei walked across the Jade 

Bridge and came to the Linglong Pagoda in the center of the pool. 

He looked up at the tower of delicacy and then strode into it. 

Once Xia ruofei entered the Linglong tower, he looked at the wall. 

Sure enough, the number on the screen changed to “three” again! 

Xia ruofei nodded and turned to leave the Linglong tower. He started to practice the floating Lotus steps 

in the open space in front of the tower without any distractions. 

Although he had not practiced for a few days, Xia ruofei had already built a solid foundation for the 

floating steps. He did not feel awkward when he practiced it. 

In fact, mastering the basic movement technique was only the most basic level. The drifting steps 

technique combined movement technique, body shape, true Qi, and mental energy. Under the influence 

of many factors, there were countless possibilities. 

And the most exquisite part was fumbled out from these countless possibilities. 

This part was entirely up to one’s own comprehension. Even if there were cultivation experiences left 

behind by predecessors in the Jade talisman of inheritance, it could only be used as a reference. 

It was like a simple principle that might not be useful even if someone said it a hundred times. Only 

when one had a personal understanding of it would one truly understand this principle. 

Challenging the Jade pillar array was to bring out one’s potential under extreme conditions. Often, the 

flash of inspiration in that situation would be better than the effect of practicing it a hundred or a 

thousand times. 

This was the most precious part of the Jade pillar array. Xia ruofei even felt that the reward for 

challenging the array was not as precious as the Jade pillar array itself. 

Now, Xia ruofei was fully focused on practicing the Jade pillar formation over and over again. His goal 

was to sort out his understanding and comprehension from the previous stage and adjust his state of 

mind. 

It was only under such circumstances that the effect of challenging the Jade pillar array would be the 

best. 



After all, there were only three chances every seven days, so he naturally couldn’t waste it. 

Xia ruofei practiced for more than a hundred times and felt that he was almost ready. He stopped and 

drank a few sips of the spiritual pool water to speed up the recovery of his spiritual power. 

After a short rest, Xia ruofei walked into the Linglong tower and started his first challenge without 

hesitation. 

The familiar Jade pillars, the familiar light spots ... Xia ruofei advanced at an extremely fast speed in the 

first 30 meters. The lights that were moving at random speeds and strange angles did not hinder him at 

all. His body seemed to have turned into an afterimage, floating left and right, looking very confident. 

After 40 meters, Xia ruofei felt the pressure gradually increasing. 

He perked up and circulated his mental energy and true Qi to the extreme. He didn’t even have time to 

think about how to deal with it. Most of the time, he had to rely on his subconscious reactions. 

Fifty meters, sixty meters ... 

Finally, Xia ruofei’s score was close to the best he had achieved in the previous challenge, and he felt 

that he still had energy to spare. 

It seemed like his condition had improved after a few days of rest and not practicing the floating steps. 

Hence, it was necessary to strike a balance between work and rest at times. 

Chapter 2610 top of the line (3) 

After using all his strength, Xia ruofei finally fell at a position of 68 meters. When a wobbly Halo 

approached Xia ruofei, its speed suddenly increased by more than ten times. It did not attack Xia ruofei 

directly but turned around. When Xia ruofei was dodging another Halo, it twisted its body and bumped 

into the Halo. 

Game over! 

Xia ruofei was sent to the departure line. 

Although he had failed to break through the array and his score was not much better than the last time, 

Xia ruofei was still full of joy. In the last eight meters, Xia ruofei had gained a new understanding of the 

floating steps under the pressure. 

He got up from the ground and rushed out of the Linglong tower without hesitation. He quickly 

practiced in the open space in front of the tower. 

This practice lasted for more than ten hours. In these ten hours, Xia ruofei almost did not stop. He 

practiced the floating steps over and over again, but he still could not reach his ideal state. It was only 

when he practiced to a certain position on the last practice that Xia ruofei suddenly had a trace of 

enlightenment. 

His eyes brightened, and his body seemed to speed up a bit. When he practiced the drifting steps again, 

his whole person seemed to have a more refined temperament. His footwork was clearly the same as 

before, but it gave people a feeling of drifting. 



Xia ruofei did not even wait for his spiritual energy and genuine Qi to recover. He drank a pot of spiritual 

pond water in big gulps. At the same time, he held a crystal in his hand and rushed into the Linglong 

tower while absorbing the spiritual Qi in the crystal. 

In the spirit map world, which was filled with dense spiritual Qi, using Origin crystals to replenish true Qi 

was a very extravagant act. However, Xia ruofei did not want to waste this flash of inspiration. He had to 

enter the Jade pillar array immediately to maximize the effect of this enlightenment. 

After entering the Linglong tower, Xia ruofei did not stop at all. He rushed straight into the Jade pillar 

array. 

Ten meters, twenty meters, thirty meters, forty meters, fifty meters ... 

The Halos did not seem to exist. They did not stop Xia ruofei’s high – speed advance at all. In the blink of 

an eye, he had rushed to the position of nearly 60 meters with irresistible force. 

Xia ruofei had completely forgotten himself. The lights in his eyes seemed to have slowed down. 

This was, of course, an illusion. In reality, his movement technique’s speed had increased by a large 

margin. 

Clusters of light gathered from all directions like moths attracted by the bright lights in the dark night. 

Xia ruofei’s figure shuttled through the tiny gaps between the light. 

Right now, he had completely forgotten that he was challenging the array. Instead, he was immersed in 

that magical feeling of comprehension. The distance of every step, the height of every jump, the angle 

of his turn, and even the changes in his muscles ... 

This comprehension was so clear that it made him feel extremely satisfied. 

It was not until he was hit by the Halo and flew out of the formation’s range that Xia ruofei shouted in a 

carefree manner,””Cool!” 

Although he had been in A State of Trance, every detail of the challenge seemed to have been imprinted 

in his mind. Xia ruofei tried to recall and calculated the distance he had covered. 

This time, even he was shocked. He couldn’t believe it, so he did the calculations again, and the result 

was still the same. 

“What the ... Isn’t this a little too much?” Xia ruofei exclaimed. 

 


